four (4) questions. You have to answer them instantly. You can't take your time, answer all of them immediately.

First Question: You are participating in a race. You overtake the second person. What position are you in?
Answer: If you answered that you are first, then you are absolutely wrong! If you overtake the second person and you take his place, you are second!

=> Second Question: If you overtake the last person, then you are...?
Answer: If you answered that you are second to last, then you are wrong again. how can YOU overtake the LAST person?!

=> Third Question: This must be done in your head only. Do NOT use paper and pencil or a calculator.
Did you get 5000? The correct answer is actually 4100.

=> Fourth Question:
What is the name of the fifth daughter?
Answer: Nunu? NO! Her name is Mary.

Read this sentence:

FINISHED FILES ARE THE RESULT OF YEARS OF SCIENTIFIC STUDY COMBINED WITH THE EXPERIENCE OF YEARS.

Now count aloud the F's in that sentence. Count them ONLY ONCE: (do not go back and count them again).

ANSWER:
There are six F's in the sentence. One of average intelligence finds three of them. If you spotted four, you're above average. If you got five, you can turn your nose at most anybody. If you caught six, you are a genius. There is no catch. Many people forget the "OF"'s. The human brain tends to see them as V's and not F's.